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About This Game

Puppy Doge VR offers a light VR experience where players casually interact with a puppy.

features:

 choose from 3 different puppies

 pet puppies by stroking their fur

 feed or play fetch

 Optional "Doge Mode" inspired by internet meme

Disclaimer: this basic simulation DOES NOT feature mechanics such as growth or obedience training. This is not a full blown
pet game.
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puppy doge vr

RWBY: Volume 3 aka RWBY: The Volume where progress actually happens.

This installment of the series is much darker in content, yet the whole world that the team at Rooster Teeth created and the late
Monty Oum first dreamed comes to reality. As the events and premonitions are answered and further questions are raised, this is
a much watch, even if you were turned off by the first two volumes. Which begs the question, can you watch this as a
standalone.....arguably yes....with a little background on the characters, or even by playing the associated game, you should have
enough knowledge to be able to comprehend the events of this volume.

In standard content, purchasing this is more a way to show support for the team at Rooster Teeth Animation, the content is
essentially a stream in HD, with the same basic functionality of most steam streams....try saying that 3x fast.

Would recommend watching, and purchasing through steam to support further content, and also kudos to Monty Oum for giving
us this great work, it will be his legacy...and its a damn good one.. facking apik
. awsome game i need more!!!!!!!!
Is there a newer version coming out? Please tell me there is. What in the actual flying everloving f*ck are microtransactions
doing in a game like this? They're so nosy and reprehensible, not to mention horribly priced and recurring. Thank God (pun only
slightly intended) that I got this game in a bundle from BundleStars (they're bomb af) and didn't have to pay a cent for it,
because holy crap this is torrid. Why would I want to use a 360 controller for a poorly ported-from-mobile game that was free
and genuinely better in the past? My only use for this is achievements and trading cards, at this point. Nobody should ever buy
this game again. Rubbish.. I was two steps from winning and the computer surprised me with a one move win on hard! Great
Job!

This is a great game. As a big fan of Go (igo, Baduk, etc.) this has a good number of qualities of the go game. First, its rules are
simple. Movement of pieces is very simple and can be understood very quickly. The format of the game is quite logical and
without reading the rules, it only took one or two games to understand all the movement and basic strategy of the game. Second,
it has some depth to the game play. It is not so simple to have standard moves (at least not for me yet), though it may at some
point for me in the future. The good thing is that there is a bit of repeatibility in play because of the different setups for the
board.
I have played on all three board types and I can now definitely say that this game has a good future. The other board types are
quite challenging compared to the first, and the strategy definitely has to change for each board type. That makes it a bit more
interesting since there may be even more unique ways to play in the future.

I am quite happy with this game. It mixes the qualities of Chess with go by adopting the simplicity of go, but the faster pace of
chess and removal of pieces off the board. With the rating system, I am also looking forward to playing online at some point.

I should also note, having now played the game a bit and beaten the computer AI on Hard level, the pace is not too slow. Many
times when you get into the harder levels, the AI slows considerably. One of the things I like about this game is that it has a
relatively quick pace (can finish a game within 20 minutes easily), and it still maintains some interesting depth. I assume the
elite and impossible levels will get even slower, though. It is good to maintain a reasonable pace, and I hope the advanced AI
games can still finish within an hour.

Once I play some online games, I will again, update this review.. Now I`ll go play it on toaster cuz my pc "WAS" dropped out of
window ... ;/. A must have game .. Very sweet little game. It's heart warming and atmospheric.
If you enjoy short little story games with lots of achievements and love, then this may be a game for you.
It's quite mature too, nothing childish.
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There's a lot to like about the game, but it's not quite there yet in terms of value. Any of the games this one was inspired by
would be a much more worthwhile purchase at a similar price. This feels more like a quick little arcade version of a Nuclear
Throne or Binding Of Isaac. I'd say at $5 it's worth it if you know you'll be into the gameplay from similar games, but honestly
I'd rather see it even lower than that. I feel like I've already seen everything in my short time with the game, and yet I don't get
excited about anything I see. I only really like two or three of the gun types, and almost none of the items are game changing in a
way that makes you say "This is the run!" when you find them.

Now that I have the game, I hope to see some big, interesting additions in the future, because I think at it's core it can be
something really good, but even at the sale price I got it for, it's a pretty big no from me at the moment.. Better than PUBG and
Fornite. I really like this game, but not for the gameplay or story. In my opinion this should be looked at only as a game that
gives you a dream-,fairytail-,horror-, like athmosphere and exploration rather than good gameplay. I didn't care much for the
story or the gameplay at all but I still really enjoyed this. i also did I review for this if you want my more in depth opinion.
Definately worth a buy imo.

https://youtu.be/bePZygxrc7A. This game is quite a brain twister, I love it. Played through rather quickly, 2 to 3 hours but it is
so worth it. It has a type of sarcastic humor that is amusing without being annoying. The only thing is some jumps can disorient
you. It is good to be aware of that.. A unique game. Very fun if you take a few minutes to figure it out. UPDATE.
After not playing this game for a while I seen they had many updates for it. Tried it out and had a small problem with the
inventory so I posted in the forums and the devs got back right away and told me how to fix. Love the game and seem to have
great devs.. fun game gets boring after a month. really good game - i wonder why so few ppl play this. I think it was worth an
advertising-effort. Terrible end boss that will make you fight the physics more than the end boss himself.. Warlocks vs Shadows
is pretty interesting games. It seems to mix the concept of Risk of Rain with Smash Bros, and it is doing it well!

The game offers three different game modes - Story, Horde and Multiplayer and few diverse characters (no idea how many of
them are actually in-game, as some have to be unlocked first). The playable heroes are all completely different, and their skills
are not just different colored versions of other spells, but they work completely different. For example, Anya is quick, can slow
enemies and uses icy powers, while Borubar is a melee-tanky-archetype.

The story mode consist of different levels in different areas. Do not be fooled by the looks though - the game might looks like
it's a platformer, but it's actually a 2D brawler. A good brawler, to be exact. The gameplay is quite challenging, especially at the
later levels. The bosses seem to be especially hard - might be a bit easier in the co-op mode, but I didn't have a chance to try it
yet.

Also, the graphics and music in game are wonderful. If you think, that pixelart games are ugly, then play Warlocks vs Shadows
for a few minutes and think again.

Overall, Warlocks vs Shadows is a pretty solid game with lots of content, considering it's price and indie roots.. I was given this
game for free, so Ill give an honest review at the state of things.

The audio is some of the worst Ive ever heard in a game. The gun sounds like they were recorded from a mile away so you
actually cant tell if someone is shooting a gun next to you or there across the map...

Movement is clunky, I actually got motion sickness from playing this....something that rarely happens.

I don't understand what this game is trying to actually be?
It claims to be a hardcore shooter...If I wanted a hardcore WW2 FPS with tactical realism, Id play Post Scriptum or Hell Let
Loose. Both of which do everything bigger and better than this.

Match sizes are antiquated and small, 20 people in a match...feels like a game that is 15 years late.

It doesn't offer any vehicles, which its better counterparts do.

It has only 4 classes, 2 of which have the same weapons. And again, PS and HLL have more.

So what does this game even offer that its better counterparts don't? Nothing, it offers nothing new. The reason CoD games and
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CS:GO have millions of players and still have matches this small is because they have progression, new weapons to unlock, etc.
Their is none of that here; no progression system, no customization...nothing. Its also not like those because you can pretty much
one shot anyone with anything so it doesnt really matter what gun you have, and because of it, if you die you'll spend most of the
match just spectating...Unlike its better counterparts AGAIN.

You can tell that this was originally intended as a F2P title. This game was apparently in development for years, longer than PS
and HLL combined...and you can tell why because they chose CryEngine over the more user-friendly UE4.

Vanguard offers nothing to bring you back to keep playing, maybe one day it will. I rarely ever write a review this negative but
charging folks $15 for literally no content and empty promises is highway robbery. $4 would be fairer price, nothing more.
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